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BRAZIL BUSINESS BRIEF

Dear members,

a warm welcome to the april 2014 edition of  the Brazil Business Brief.

this month we’re gearing up for our biggest event of  the year: the 

personality of  the Year awards and gala dinner at the london hilton on 

park lane on 13th may. we hope, of  course, to see many of  you there. 

for information on this and many other forthcoming events, see page 27 

of  this issue and keep an eye on www.brazilianchamber.org.uk/events.

we trust you’ll enjoy our latest collection of  articles, which cover a 

broad range of  themes, and take this opportunity to reiterate that 

we’re always keen to receive not only feedback but also suggestions  

for future articles and events. You can contact us at  

www.brazilianchamber.org.uk/contact-us

Best wishes

lena & alex 

LENA BERALdo & ALEx thomAS
info@brazilianchamber.org.uk
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a
fter nearly two decades 

of  sustained growth, 

Brazil’s torpid economy 

and social turbulence 

suggest the country is 

now entering dire straits. while many 

believe Brazil’s past has caught up 

with it, this view is misguided for 

two reasons. first, the country has 

the capacity to navigate through the 

economic doldrums during this year’s 

electoral cycle. and second, irrespec-

tive of  who wins in october, the post-

electoral cycle is likely to see policy-

makers converge on an investment-led, 

business-friendly growth strategy, 

thereby reinvigorating the country’s 

stagnating, consumption-led economy. 

the economy is fatigued, to be sure. 

Growth has slowed to a tepid pace. 

the cyclical upswing in commod-

ity prices, propitious demographics 

(a growing labour force) and robust 

credit growth that sustained Brazil’s 

consumption-led growth for the past 

decade have all but come to an end. 

has had to respond with eight consecu-

tive interest rate increases, reaching 

10.75% on february 26 this year. rec-

ognising the upper bounds of  monetary 

policy given Brazil’s already-exorbitant 

interest rates, Dilma’s finance minister 

recently announced budget cuts and a 

primary surplus target of  1.9% in 2014 

– somewhat surprising given that this 

is, after all, an election year. 

social unrest is also creating chal-

lenges. it remains to be seen whether 

the mass social protests that erupted 

during last summer’s fifa Confed-

erations Cup will persist through the 

2014 world Cup and beyond. over 

the past decade, measures to amelio-

rate income distribution (particularly 

Bolsa familia, Brazil’s conditional 

cash-transfer programme), record-low 

unemployment and an expansion of  

credit have resulted in a burgeoning 

middle class and rapid decrease in 

poverty. however, reducing inequality 

has brought its own problems. the 

middle class now demands that their 

taxes be used more efficiently in the 

form of  higher-quality healthcare, 

education, transportation and public 

security. middle-class citizens simply 

want more bang for their buck. 

the stage is set for a presidential 

showdown in october. Dilma will have 

to fight hard to re-establish credibility 

and secure a second term. moreover, 

the workers’ party (pt) faces more 

formidable opponents than ever.

Dilma will have to stave off  vigorous 

criticism from aécio Neves, a presi-

dential candidate, senator and former 

governor of  minas Gerais represent-

ing the Brazilian social Democracy 

party (psDB). he will argue that the 

consumption-led growth policies, 

labour market rigidity and high tax 

rates under Dilma – and her predeces-

sor, president lula – have resulted in 

low domestic savings and investment, 

weak infrastructure, lacklustre produc-

tivity gains and inward-looking trade 

flows. industrialists and manufactur-

ers in the south and southeast of  the 

country are likely to agree. having 

saved minas Gerais from bankruptcy 

in 2003, aécio will align himself  with 

the business-friendly, liberal poli-

cies of  the plano real, credited with 

stabilising the economy and taming 

inflation in the 1990s. he will argue 

that a course correction is necessary 

and that the psDB is best positioned 

to make that happen.

meanwhile Dilma faces a very dif-

ferent set of  accusations from the 

combined ticket of  eduardo Campos, 

governor of  pernambuco and now the 

presidential candidate of  the Brazilian 

social party (psB), and marina silva, 

an environmentalist who received 

nearly 20% of  the vote in the 2010 

presidential elections. marina recently 

joined the Campos ticket as vice-pres-

idential candidate. the Campos-silva 

ticket blames Dilma and the pt for 

failing to deliver on social goods such 

as high-quality education, healthcare 

and environmental regulation. Both 

Campos and silva compete directly 

with Dilma for votes – the former 

enjoying a positive image in the 

north-eastern states (a pt stronghold) 

and the latter having a progressive, 

eco-friendly stance that plays well with 

young voters disenchanted with the 

“power-hungry” pt. 

this leaves Dilma particularly 

vulnerable and will almost certainly 

lagging exports have contributed to 

a growing current account deficit, 

increasing the country’s balance-of-

payment vulnerabilities. moreover, de-

spite high tax revenue (around 40% of  

GDp), the Brazilian public sector has 

exhausted its space for fiscal manoeu-

vring and faces difficulties in meeting 

its primary-surplus targets. 

persistent inflation is an even more 

pressing concern, averaging around 

6–7% since president Dilma rousseff  

took office in 2011. the Central Bank 
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the miDDle Class 
Now DemaNDs that 
their taxes Be useD 
more effiCieNtlY iN 
the form of hiGher-
qualitY healthCare, 
eDuCatioN, 
traNsportatioN aND 
puBliC seCuritY
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i 
like to say that organizations 

can incorporate sustainability 

into their day-to-day conduct 

in three ways: “for love”, when 

sustainability is championed by 

leaders who are passionate about it 

and convinced of  its importance; “out 

of  fear”, when firms might suffer finan-

cial losses or damage to their image 

or reputation because they fail to pay 

sufficient attention to sustainability; 

or “because it’s smart”, when they un-

derstand the competitive edge and the 

capacity for innovation and leadership 

that a sustainability agenda will give 

them. one way or another, however, i’m 

convinced that sustainability will be in-

corporated into strategy and therefore 

into day-to-day business conduct. it’s 

merely a matter of  time.

unfortunately, from the purely 

environmental standpoint, time is not 

on our side. the earth’s capacity to re-

generate its natural resources has been 

overtaken by human consumption. 

in 2009 we got to the point where we 

were consuming 1.5 planets: in other 

words it already took a year and a half  

for the earth to regenerate the renewa-

ble resources humanity used in a year. 

if  we think of  the earth’s resources 

as a bank account, we’re now slipping 

further into overdraft.

for those who think this is an ab-

stract question that mainly concerns 

environmentalists, it’s important to 

bear in mind that global warming and 

the increasing frequency of  extreme 

weather events have presented the 

markets with huge challenges, which 

in some cases even include the threat 

of  insolvency. the insurance industry, 

for example, has practically had to 

reinvent itself  in response to disasters 

of  unprecedented intensity. hurri-

cane katrina, in 2005, demonstrated 

the urgency of  these challenges. the 

response to this harsh new reality 

includes the principles for sustainable 

insurance (psi), launched in 2012 

during rio+20, the uN Conference on 

force a run-off  in october. Just how 

vulnerable remains to be seen. recent 

approval ratings suggest she has 

her work cut out: in the most recent 

Datafolha poll only 41% of  respond-

ents gave her administration a positive 

approval rating, down from 65% in 

march 2013. although current polls 

predict a victory for Dilma in the event 

of  a run-off, the outcome is by no 

means certain. 

all the major presidential candi-

dates recognise that Brazil desper-

ately needs to find an alternative to its 

now-defunct consumption-led growth 

model. risks are primarily short-term, 

but continued foreign direct investment 

and robust international currency re-

serves should help the country weather 

any storms during the electoral 

cycle. the post-electoral environment 

will probably see a return to sound 

macroeconomic and fiscal discipline, 

regardless of  who is elected, and will 

include substantial increases in invest-

ment (particularly in infrastructure, 

logistics and energy) and a cosying up 

to pro-business groups to move foster 

competitiveness and trade. 

a win for aécio would almost cer-

tainly hasten structural reform and 

belt-tightening, and quickly restore 

investor confidence and growth. while 

still committed to sound macroeco-

nomic and business-friendly policies, 

a win for the Campos-silva ticket 

would probably see Campos adopt 

more populist policies and resort to 

more direct forms of  democracy (such 

as referendums) given the relatively 

small size of  the psB in Congress, 

though an alliance with psDB could 

mitigate that possibility. a win for Dil-

ma – the most likely scenario – would 

probably result in the immediate 

replacement of  her economic team as 

a clear shift towards pro-investment, 

pro-business policies to foster growth 

without having to go to Congress. 

But regardless of  the outcome, the 

gloom and doom based on Brazil’s 

recent performance is overblown. 

the post-eleCtoral 
eNViroNmeNt will 
proBaBlY see a 
returN to souND 
maCroeCoNomiC aND 
fisCal DisCipliNe, 
reGarDless of who 
is eleCteD, aND will 
iNCluDe suBstaNtial 
iNCreases iN 
iNVestmeNt

iN 2009 we Got to 
the poiNt where we 
were CoNsumiNG 1.5 
plaNets: iN other 
worDs it alreaDY 
took a Year aND a 
half for the earth 
to reGeNerate the 
reNewaBle resourCes 
humaNitY useD  
iN a Year. 



sustainable Development.

exchanges are the hub of  capital 

markets, and as such they play a 

crucial role in all these developments. 

Bm&fBoVespa is well aware of  its 

responsibility and has a long track 

record of  promoting this discussion 

both internally and with all the other 

stakeholders in the capital markets. 

in 2004 it was the first exchange in 

the world to sign up to the uN Global 

Compact. in 2009 it set up a sus-

tainability Department that reports 

directly to the Ceo, to structure these 

actions and drive the agenda forward 

more vigorously. in 2010 it was the 

first emerging-market exchange to be-

come a signatory to the uN’s princi-

ples for responsible investment (pri). 

in 2012, during rio+20, it was one of  

the founding signatories of  sustain-

able stock exchanges (sse), another 

uN initiative, in which it works with 

other exchanges to move this agenda 

forward for the industry as a whole. 

all these commitments are ground-

ed in our conviction that we’re moving 

towards a world, both personal and 

professional, in which organizations 

will take social, environmental and 

governance variables into account as 

an integral part of  the risks and op-

portunities they face. 

investors have clearly begun to 

understand. allocations to socially re-

sponsible investment funds are grow-

ing significantly. in europe, sri funds 

account for about 17% of  the total. in 

Brazil the proportion is still less than 

1%. are these numbers large or small? 

i would say they’re less than what is 

needed but nevertheless substantial, 

and symptomatic of  a trend that’s 

growing at an ever faster pace. 

as part of  its unremitting ef-

forts to offer investors more choice, 

Bm&fBoVespa constantly endeav-

ours to promote this preference when 

the time comes for portfolio alloca-

tion. our indexes are an important 

instrument in this process. the ise, 

our corporate sustainability index, 

was launched in 2005 as the world’s 

fourth index of  its kind. today it 

tracks the stocks of  up to 40 compa-

nies with the best practices in busi-

ness management for sustainability. 

these companies represent 47% of  

all Bm&fBoVespa’s companies by 

market value (as of  November 2013). 

the exchange now offers an ise etf 

as well as investment funds bench-

marked to the ise. since march 2011 

the ise has consistently outperformed 

the ibovespa, the exchange’s flagship 

stock index. the two indexes are not 

entirely comparable because of  their 

different composition, but here too the 

direction is clearly indicated.

another example is the Carbon effi-

cient index (iCo2), launched in 2010. 

the iCo2 tracks the stocks of  iBrx-50 

companies that agree to participate in 

the initiative (the iBrx-50 is the index 

comprising the 50 most liquid stocks 

traded on the exchange). it is weight-

ed by free float and a coefficient to re-

flect greenhouse gas emissions. this 

index, which also has an etf, sends 

listed companies a clear message: 

climate change is having an increas-

ingly significant impact on business 

activities and needs to be managed.
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transparency is also a fundamen-

tal item on the sustainability agenda. 

as noted earlier, investors are in-

creasingly aware of  the significance 

of  non-financial disclosure and look 

for much more than just economic 

or financial information when trading 

on the exchange. to give an example, 

in 2010 Bm&fBoVespa became the 

second exchange in the world – and 

the first in the americas – to pub-

lish its annual report in accordance 

with Gri guidelines, the most widely 

accepted sustainability reporting 

framework in the world today.

also to encourage maximum disclo-

sure by listed companies, at rio+20 

we launched another initiative called 

“report or explain”, a partnership 

with Gri that urges companies to say 

where their sustainability or similar 

reports are to be found or explain 

why they have not yet published any. 

the aim is to facilitate access to this 

information by all stakeholders, but 

especially investors and analysts. in 

June 2013, about two-thirds of  the 

companies listed on Bm&fBoVespa 

(66.29%) published sustainability 

information or explained why not. this 

database is updated once a year. the 

next update is due in June 2014. 

all these initiatives show how 

important sustainability is for 

Bm&fBoVespa and how we are 

addressing the challenges posed 

by this new agenda. our actions in 

this field also include enhancing our 

own practices. in 2013, for example, 

Bm&fBoVespa began offsetting its 

irreducible greenhouse gas emissions, 

with retroactive effects to include 

2012 and 2011. and of  course we 

continue to foster market choice by 

continually offering new opportunities 

to invest in sustainability. in summary, 

it’s crystal-clear to us that sustainabil-

ity is becoming not so much a com-

petitive advantage as a prerequisite 

for competing, and a strategic agenda 

which simply can’t be postponed. 

iNVestors haVe 
ClearlY BeGuN 
to uNDerstaND. 
alloCatioNs to 
soCiallY respoNsiBle 
iNVestmeNt fuNDs are 
GrowiNG siGNifiCaNtlY. 
iN europe, sri fuNDs 
aCCouNt for aBout 
17% of the total. iN 
Brazil the proportioN 
is still less thaN 1%

iNVestors are 
iNCreasiNGlY aware 
of the siGNifiCaNCe 
of NoN-fiNaNCial 
DisClosure aND look 
for muCh more thaN 
Just eCoNomiC or 
fiNaNCial iNformatioN 
wheN traDiNG oN  
the exChaNGe
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w
ith recent rainfall 

well below average 

in Brazil, the rivers 

that feed hydroelec-

tric plants, cities, 

industries and agriculture are at very 

low levels and the country finds itself  

approaching winter, the driest sea-

son, in a critical condition. with the 

population concentrated in large cities 

and with hydroelectric power such an 

important component in our energy 

matrix, it is a worrying scenario.

we can’t tell whether the low 

rainfall rates are the result of  climate 

change, exacerbated by human activ-

ity, or if  we’re simply experiencing 

an unusual weather variation. the 

causes for the crisis are many, but 

the great pressure we exert every 

year on water resources has led to 

a situation of  water stress which 

experts have warned us about for 

many years, and the situation has 

been made worse by the recent lack 

of  rain. we have been using our 

water resources right up to the avail-

able limit, and bringing in water from 

increasingly remote locations for our 

water-intensive uses. Brazil is actu-

ally close to becoming a net importer 

of  water despite the environmental 

consequences of  bringing water from 

very distant places. Contrary to popu-

lar belief  the supply of  water is not 

limitless, despite having so far been 

abundant in much of  the country.

in the face of  escalating and unre-

alistic levels of  demand, investments 

are concentrated primarily in trying to 

maintain and expand raw (untreated) 

water collection. But some compa-

nies have been forced to gradually 

phase out water collection sites that 

they had used for years, and to begin 

bringing in water from other, more 

distant sites, thereby increasing their 

and interchangeable good (such as soy 

or steel) belonging to a global market, 

with market-defined prices, which can 

be transported to wherever it is needed 

and also traded on stock markets. in 

some circumstances and for some 

particular uses, water can indeed be 

viewed in that way. and yet there are 

aspects of  water supply, demand and 

management which clearly differentiate 

it from any commodity market.

the first major distinction between 

water and the goods or products clas-

sified as commodities is that although 

water is a limited good, unevenly 

located, with economic value, it is 

difficult to set its price. we are able to 

set a price for services for the treat-

ment and distribution of  water but it 

is difficult to price the collection of  

raw water by users.

up to a few years ago the prices 

associated with water were exclusively 

those relating to services provided by 

sanitation companies. from the late 

1980s the laws of  são paulo state, 

and then those of  Brazil as a whole, 

began to take into account the need 

to pay for the right to collect and use 

this public good. the logic was that 

users should pay for the right to use 

water since it is a scarce good with 

an economic value, and investments 

and actions are needed to ensure its 

availability and quality. in Brazil it is 

increasingly common for charges to 

be levied for the use of  raw water as 

an input for industrial or agricultural 

activity. this is distinct from the costs 

of  water sanitation services. 

once everyone pays for the right to 

use water, will it become a commodity?

the Basin Committees are ultimate-

ly in charge of  defining the price to 

be paid for the use of  this good. and 

yet, to ensure coherence between the 

reality of  markets and public policies, 

those prices are validated by users, 

civil society and government. it is not 

a matter defined only by the market, 

and pricing will depend on aspects 

such as intended use, the availability 

of  water in that part of  the river, the 

conditions for returning or not return-

ing the water after using it, as well as 

the negotiation processes between 

users and the government.

as a public good with economic 

value, the right to water as a pri-

mary necessity distinguishes it from 

commodities and confers on it a 

unique status. its allocation is not a 

free-market decision. water can be, 

and is, used for different purposes in 

markets far from its place of  origin, 

which is also true for other commodi-

ties. But in most cases it is necessary 

to conciliate its multiple uses, which 

can be sequential or concomitant 

– for example re-use of  water from 

power plants, human consumption vs 

irrigation, etc. Certain uses imply ir-

reconcilable conflicts, and criteria for 

prioritising the use of  water are de-

fined by law. when supply is insuffi-

cient to meet existing demand, public 

supply will always be prioritised.

another factor that sets water apart 

is that its production and collection 

are dependent both on weather condi-

tions and the protection of  vast areas 

of  forests. “water does not grow on 

trees, but without trees there is no 

water,” it has been said. there is an 

ongoing discussion on the economic 

costs. moreover, in many regions of  

Brazil companies which underestimat-

ed the risks of  reduced water supply 

when choosing their locations have 

been obliged by the drought to reduce 

production. they will need to seek 

technological solutions in order to be 

able to increase the water output from 

those reservoirs. 

the management of  water resources 

in Brazil is full of  specific aspects not 

fully understood by some stakehold-

ers. many attempt to define water as a 

commodity, which is to say a tangible 
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the loGiC was that 
users shoulD paY 
for the riGht to use 
water siNCe it is a 
sCarCe GooD with 
aN eCoNomiC Value, 
aND iNVestmeNts aND 
aCtioNs are NeeDeD to 
eNsure its aVailaBilitY 
aND qualitY

By StELA GoLdENStEIN 
exeCutiVe DireCtor at AguAs ClArAs do rio Pinheiros assoCiatioN
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value of  forests (land, trees, and 

biodiversity) as a vital element for 

the production of  water in the collec-

tion areas. how can we include this 

externality – the creation and mainte-

nance of  forests – in the calculation 

of  the price of  water? the payment of  

compensation to landowners for the 

protection they can provide to forests 

is still in its early stages.

historically we have disregarded 

the intrinsic value of  forests as sourc-

es of  water, and have not included 

them in the financial equations of  

water users, making it difficult to 

finance their protection. even the 

funds collected from the fees for wa-

ter use are still insufficiently used for 

the acquisition and protection of  for-

ests that may ensure water supply in 

the future. in the field of  water supply 

management there is still much to 

be done, but the opportunities for 

private investment are not yet clear. 

there is another issue which makes 

it difficult to understand water as 

merely another commodity. unlike soy, 

ores, electricity and other commodi-

ties, the water “available” in a given 

location cannot simply be carried for 

use elsewhere – because the ecosys-

tems of  the basin where the water was 

originally found are themselves major 

users of  it. this implies that some 

of  the water produced in that loca-

tion, called ecological flow, cannot be 

exported somewhere else and cannot 

have its physicochemical condition 

modified, thus making it very difficult 

to price. furthermore, it is the very 

presence of  water in that area which 

maintains the forests, which in turn 

ensures water productivity. water, 

in conclusion, is a truly strange and 

atypical commodity. 

eVeN the fuNDs 
ColleCteD from 
the fees for water 
use are still 
iNsuffiCieNtlY useD 
for the aCquisitioN 
aND proteCtioN of 
forests that maY 
eNsure water supplY 
iN the future. iN 
the fielD of water 
supplY maNaGemeNt 
there is still muCh 
to Be DoNe, But the 
opportuNities for 
priVate iNVestmeNt 
are Not Yet Clear

By FLávIA coELho wARdE  
aBrilpar partiCipações

education in brazil:  
opportunities and growth

i
t is perhaps appropriate to begin 

talking about the Brazilian educa-

tion system by looking briefly at 

its history.

the first Brazilian private schools 

were founded by priests and then or-

ganized in Catholic orders such as the 

Companhia de Jesus and the ordem 

franciscana, located mostly in rio de 

Janeiro and in the south of  Bahia, the 

state in the northeast of  the country 

where the portuguese first arrived. 

although they had been founded by 

priests these entities functioned au-

tonomously, while receiving sporadic 

economic incentives from the govern-

ment. Non-religious private education 

began to emerge in the middle of  the 

eighteenth century with the decline of  

the influence of  the Catholic orders 

in the wake of  the european enlight-

enment, while at the same time the 

portuguese government was keen to 

introduce public schools as a means 

of  consolidating certain ideas in its 

south american colony.

when the portuguese royal family 

moved to rio de Janeiro at the begin-

ning of  the 18th century, king João Vi 

opened several military academies 
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and invested in universities for the 

offspring of  the richest european 

families. Nevertheless, it was clear 

that education in Brazil still wasn’t 

taken as seriously as it was, for ex-

ample, in peru and mexico, where the 

first universities had been founded as 

early as 1551. 

in 1834, as an amendment to 

Brazil’s constitution, there was an 

important reform which made the 

basic stages of  education (nowadays 

divided into three levels: pre-school, 

primary and intermediate) the respon-

sibility of  professors employed by 

the municipalities, while the federal 

government was responsible for the 

universities. today, in accordance with 

the Brazilian federal constitution of  

1988, articles 205-214, education up 

to intermediate level continues to be 

the responsibility of  the municipalities 

and states, which are allocated funds 

by the federal and state governments. 

in fact, paragraph 2 of  article 211 

of  the federal constitution makes it the 

duty of  the municipalities to provide 

pre-school and primary education, 

while paragraph 3 determines that 

the states shall provide primary and 

intermediate education. this largely ex-

plains how public investment was and 

is still allocated for basic education at 

the three levels of  government (federal, 

state and municipal). 

as a consequence, in 2012 – to 

take one year as an example – 46% of  

Brazilian schoolchildren in the public 

system were at municipal schools, 

37% at state schools and 0.5% at fed-

eral schools, showing how the historic 

division has persisted. 

looking at pre-school, primary and 

intermediate education as a whole, 

though, in 2012 there were 192,676 

schools in Brazil with 50,545,050 

pupils, 42,222,831 (83.5%) of  whom 

were in public schools and 8,322,219 

(16.5%) in private. according to 

ministry of  education figures there 

was a decrease of  1.9% in enrolments 

in public schools in relation to 2011, 

one of  the main reasons being the 

increase in family incomes over the 

last ten years which has allowed more 

parents more able to pay for higher-

quality schooling for their children. 

the total number of  pupils in private 

schools rose by 5.1% between 2011 

and 2012, which continued the trend 

from previous years.

another reason for the increase in 

private investment in basic education 

in Brazil is that, historically, the public 

system has had poorly qualified teach-

ers and low-quality learning systems. 

the pisa (programme for internation-

al student assessment) tests, which 

gauge the mathematics, reading and 

science abilities of  pupils in more 

than 65 countries, show that Brazil 

has enormous room for improvement. 

Brazilian pupils’ average pisa score in 

mathematics is about 390, compared 

with the global average of  494. it is 

worth noting that the pisa test results 

are much better in the southeast and 

south of  Brazil than elsewhere – but 

also that pisa scores have shown 

something of  an improvement in the 

northeast since the emergence of  

private-sector education there. 

although the government is invest-

ing 5.5% of  GDp in education, the 

poor quality of  the public schools and 

the low pay received by teachers, who 

generally lack adequate training, has 

opened a space for the private sector 

to operate, mainly through the sale of  

teaching materials – generally very di-

dactic in style – to public schools and 

also to private or franchise schools, 

the latter often chosen by investors as 

a means of  testing the water in the 

Brazilian market. 

with Brazil’s universities, mean-

while, it’s a different picture, because 

the public federal universities have a 

much better reputation than the pub-

lic schools. Nevertheless, more than 

two-thirds of  university students are 

enrolled in private institutions: there 

are 5 million such students, compared 

with 1.7 million in public universities.

in the southeast of  Brazil, 81.3% 

of  students are at private universi-

ties – and the market for education 

companies is experiencing significant 

growth. a business with low capital 

expenditures and high margins, the 

sector has been attracting a lot of  

foreign and national investors, as can 

be seen from the Bmf Bovespa (são 

paulo stock exchange) statistics. 

in recent years the private univer-

sities have started to benefit from 

the implementation of  the fundo de 

financiamento estudantil (fies), a 

federal-government scheme which 

makes financial loans to students. 

according to the ministry of  educa-

tion the prospects for growth in the 

university sector are very good, given 

that currently only 20% of  Brazilians 

of  university age are enrolled in higher 

education. it is certainly worthwhile, 

therefore, to gain an understanding of  

the investment opportunities that ex-

ist in the Brazilian education system, 

either at the basic or university level. 

it is an area which potentially offers 

excellent financial returns – as well as 

making a significant contribution to a 

better future for young Brazilians.

BraziliaN pupils’ 
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elsewhere – But also 
that pisa sCores haVe 
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orking in the united 

kingdom as a for-

eigner continues to 

present challenges, 

both for foreign 

companies and for the individuals they 

want to recruit. a foreign company 

can open a branch or subsidiary in the 

uk but this might not always be eco-

nomically advantageous and does not 

give that company the automatic right 

either to bring over foreign staff  to 

work for them in the uk or to recruit 

foreign staff  in the uk. a popular op-

tion for foreign companies, therefore, 

is the sole representative visa, which 

can help them expand into the uk and 

also utilises most of  the documenta-

tion already being prepared for the 

purpose of  expansion.

the British government has cre-

ated various categories of  work visa 

in order to regulate the entrance of  

foreign workers into the country. the 

sole representative visa allows a com-

pany (large, medium-sized or small) 

which lacks a presence in the uk to 

send a person to represent it there. 

the main requirements for this 

visa are: 

•	 evidence of  a contract of  employ-

ment between the candidate and 

the company

•	 evidence that the candidate holds 

a senior position and is fully in-

formed regarding the company’s 

activities

•	 certification proving that the can-

didate has a1-level knowledge of  

the english language

•	 a business plan for setting up a 

branch or subsidiary in the uk, 

describing in detail a strategy that 

will enable the business to develop

•	 the representative must not be a 

major shareholder in the company 

•	 proof  of  funds with which to main-

tain the representative in the uk

•	 evidence granting active powers 

to the representative

have employees in the uk prior to 

the establishment of  a branch or 

subsidiary by the representative

•	 proof  of  funds to maintain the 

employee in the uk 

•	 evidence granting active powers 

to the representative 

thE AppLIcAtIoN pRocESS

the sole representative visa must 

be applied for at the British consulate 

in the country where the applicant is 

resident or the country of  which they 

are a national. the country where 

the parent company is based is not a 

relevant factor.

once the visa has been approved 

the representative will be permitted 

to remain in the uk for three years, 

with the right to a two-year exten-

sion. at the end of  those five years 

the applicant may request indefinite/

permanent leave to remain. it is worth 

mentioning that the requirements in 

order to receive the two-year exten-

sion and to be granted indefinite 

leave to remain are different, and that 

therefore the representative should 

be aware of  these conditions if  they 

intend to remain in the uk.

the representative is permitted to 

bring family members (husband/wife, 

same-sex partner, and/or children 

up to 18 years old), all of  whom will 

receive dependents’ visas valid for the 

same duration as the sole representa-

tive visa. the right to work will be 

extended to the spouse/partner, who 

will be able to do any job.

RENEwAL

at the end of  the initial three years, 

if  the company intends to continue its 

activities in the uk and to retain the 

same representative, it must request a 

visa extension for them.

in contrast to the initial application 

process the request for an extension 

of  the sole representative visa is pro-

cessed within the uk. in accordance 

with immigration rules, the following 

must be provided: 

•	 evidence that the foreign company 

still has its headquarters outside 

the uk and that it is still fully op-

erational. the branch or subsidi-

ary opened in the uk must pro-

vide evidence of  its registration 

and incorporation; evidence that 

it has generated business (cop-

ies of  invoices, service contracts 

and/or buying and selling, bank 

statements, accounting docu-

ments, tax-payment receipts, and 

statements from persons and/or 

industries it has done business 

with); and also the representa-

tive’s recent pay slips (at least the 

last three months)

•	 a bank statement (or other docu-

ment) proving that the recipient 

has been paid their salary 

•	 an annual summary of  tax pay-

ments (p60)

•	 a declaration by the parent com-

pany that it intends to keep the 

representative employed as its 

sole representative in the uk 

•	 evidence that the representative 

has worked full-time throughout 

the duration of  the initial visa and 

will continue to do so if  the visa is 

renewed

•	 a statement that the representa-

tive has the financial means 

to pay all living costs without 

recourse to public funds.

the successful extension of  the 

representative’s visa will also allow for 

their dependents’ visas to be extended. 

AFtER 5 yEARS

the immigration act states that a 

foreigner who has resided in the unit-

ed kingdom for the previous five years 

has the right to apply for permanent 

residence. after five years, therefore, 

the sole representative will have the 

after a sole representative visa 

has been granted, certain conditions 

must be met in order to ensure it 

remains valid:

•	 the individual granted the visa 

is not permitted to perform any 

other work in the uk which is not 

stated as part of  their employ-

ment contract

•	 the sole representative must not 

be a major shareholder in the 

foreign company

•	 the activities of  the foreign com-

pany must not terminate

•	 the uk business must be regis-

tered as a branch or subsidiary

•	 the foreign company must not 
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right to request permanent residence. 

this would be a separate application 

process and the responsibility of  the 

representative, not the company.

for the British government to grant 

permanent residence the applicant 

must prove they have been residing 

in the uk for the previous five years 

and that they have been working for 

the same company since they were 

granted their sole representative visa. 

the applicant must also be able to 

demonstrate that the company is – 

and has been – operational, and that 

they have attained a higher level of  

english than when they applied for the 

sole representative visa (by presenting 

certificates from two english-language 

examinations taken in the uk). anyone 

who acquires permanent residency 

in the uk is no longer subject to the 

country’s immigration rules.

the great advantage of  this visa is 

that companies that want to settle in 

the uk can send someone they trust 

or even one of  their employees or 

shareholders, provided that person is 

not a majority shareholder, to manage 

the company’s expansion. also, there 

is no minimum salary that must be 

paid to the person coming as a rep-

resentative; it is sufficient simply to 

ensure that they will not need to have 

recourse to state benefits.

in conclusion, companies should 

be mindful of  the constant changes 

to the rules regarding work visas for 

foreigners in the uk. indeed, when it 

comes to the review and application 

process, it is highly recommended to 

seek professional assistance. 

By SERGIo c. tRINdAdE  
iNDepeNDeNt CoNsultaNt

sustainable world cup villages  
in brazil

B
razilians are a re-

sourceful and creative 

people who exude joie 

de vivre. they excel in 

many areas – includ-

ing football of  course. But they live 

in a very unequal society. the welfare 

programmes that started under presi-

dent Cardoso and expanded under 

the subsequent administrations were 

a positive step forward; together with 

easier credit they led to increased 

consumption, a measure of  social 

inclusion and upward mobility. But 

in the absence of  strong policies on 

education, training, healthcare, pro-

ductivity, security and public transpor-

tation, higher disposable income can 

be eroded by inflation. more needs to 

be done if  the population is really to 

achieve a higher standard of  living. 

Brazilians, in general, are not very 

fond of  reading. television networks, 

especially the powerful tV Globo, 

disseminate information and shape 

values and cultural norms through 

their soap operas. the internet-driven 

social networks have become a key 

means of  communication and crowd 

mobilization. Brazil has the world’s 

third largest facebook community.

football, Brazil’s favourite sport, is 

almost a national addiction. Brazilian 

males – and, more recently, females 

too – tend to start kicking a ball as 

soon as they learn to walk. it’s almost 

as if  the game is embedded in their 

genes. it is reflected in their social 

interactions and behaviour. some say 

football is a religion in Brazil – and it 

certainly also plays a role in politics 

and in the economy.

many fans of  Brazilian football clubs 

are part of  organized supporters’ 

groups. Besides soap operas, football 

in Brazil is often a dominant subject of  

conversation, often via social networks 

on the internet. these interactions, on 

occasion, can lead to confrontations, 

physical and otherwise, on and off  the 

pitch, between individuals and between 

organized groups. 

fifa (fédération internationale 

de football association) is football’s 

international governing body. the first 

fifa world Cup was played in 1930, 

by which time football was already 

an olympic sport. Brazil is the only 

country to have participated in all of  

the 19 world Cups held so far. it has 

won the competition five times and 

been runner-up twice. the country has 

hosted the world Cup once before, in 

1950, when Brazil agonisingly lost the 

final game to uruguay (and, inciden-

for the British 
GoVerNmeNt to GraNt 
permaNeNt resiDeNCe 
the appliCaNt must 
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some small-scale riots have broken 

out this year, which seems not to be a 

good omen for the world Cup.

a senior member of  the Brazil 

team’s technical committee, Carlos 

alberto parreira, who was head coach 

when the team won the world Cup 

in 1994, has publicly deplored what 

he sees as a lack of  serious com-

mitment by the authorities in their 

preparations for this year’s competi-

tion. there have been severe delays 

in getting the infrastructure ready, 

even though seven years have gone by 

since Brazil was chosen by fifa to be 

host nation. parreira takes the view 

that Brazil has missed a splendid op-

portunity to demonstrate to the world 

that it is mature and ready to play a 

more significant and responsible role 

on the world stage.

the 2014 world Cup’s official budg-

et is r$26 billion (us$ 10.5 billion), 

which covers urban mobility; the build-

ing/upgrading of  12 stadiums, and 

additional infrastructure projects in 

the areas surrounding them; airports 

and ports; telecommunications; public 

safety; tourism; and temporary facili-

ties. the actual expenditure, however, 

is likely to be higher due to delays, 

cost overruns, inflation and possibly 

corruption. some 99.4% of  the cost 

will be covered directly by govern-

ment funds or financing from state 

banks such as BNDes: private funds 

will cover only 0.6%. this short-term, 

massive construction programme has 

provided lots of  business opportuni-

ties and employment for skilled and 

unskilled workers, engineering design 

and contractor companies, as well as 

tally, england suffered a shocking 

defeat to the united states).

the June 2013 riots in Brazil 

surprised the government, congress, 

the political parties and the trade 

unions. it appeared to be a spontane-

ous expression of  discontent with the 

overall direction of  the country and 

started as a protest against the qual-

ity of  public services. Governmental 

priorities were fiercely criticised. the 

protesters complained of  inflation, 

excessive costs and corruption as-

sociated with the world Cup prepara-

tions, and of  insufficient funding for 

the real and immediate public needs 

in public transportation, healthcare 

and education. 

the protests broke out while Brazil 

was hosting the Confederations Cup, 

a pre-world Cup tournament that 

brings together the champions of  the 

six regions of  the world along with the 

host nation. the home team won the 

tournament but the protests did have 

an impact on the games. unfortunate-

ly, the spontaneity of  the demonstra-

tions, convened via social networks, 

allowed penetration by troublemakers, 

including masked “black bloc” groups, 

which regrettably led to episodes of  

wanton violence. the grievances which 

lay behind the protests still exist, and 

domestic and international suppliers 

of  goods and high value-added, in-

novative services. 

however, the real business of  the 

2014 world Cup in Brazil should be 

to provide long-term sustainable de-

velopment opportunities to the affect-

ed communities, going far beyond the 

short duration of  the football tour-

nament itself. this can be achieved 

by conceiving of  the stadiums and 

surrounding infrastructure as sustain-

able “world Cup Villages” rather than 

merely as the venues for occasional 

football matches post-2014. such 

an approach would convert the cur-

rent challenges into opportunities 

for sustainable development. public 

grievances would be answered by 

making the world Cup stadiums hubs 

for commerce and cultural activities, 

healthcare and education, supported 

by adequate transportation and  

other infrastructure. 

to ensure sustainability, dialogues 

could be conducted between stake-

holders at each site, so as to decide 

on priorities, help define the focus and 

configuration of  the proposed world 

Cup Villages, and attract private and 

public investment. one possible way to 

begin this process would be to engage 

the existing world Cup popular Com-

mittees, established to give a voice to 

the local communities affected. 

this overall approach would make 

the business of  the 2014 world Cup 

in Brazil worthwhile. it could encour-

age other Brazilian communities 

affected by significant public works to 

get organized. it would promote par-

ticipatory decision-making processes 

in which the stakeholders’ consensus 

on priorities would be acted upon. 

moreover, it would also be emblematic 

of  a veritable new Brazil. 
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BRItISh AmBASSAdoR to BRAZIL

ambassador alex ellis

partnership with British companies. 

the recent discovery of  pre-salt oil 

reserves has already attracted sub-

stantial investment from the uk. the 

uk is the fourth-largest foreign  

investor in Brazil, according to the 

Brazilian Central Bank. 

In the aftermath of the Eu-

ropean economic crisis the British 

government decided to put greater 

emphasis on its commercial relation-

ships with the BRIc countries. In 

practical terms what actions are be-

ing taken to implement this strategy? 

we have invested more resources in 

Brazil, expanding our diplomatic and 

commercial network to provide more 

services to more British companies. 

for example we opened a consulate 

general in the city of  recife to take 

advantage of  the rapid growth of  the 

Brazilian northeast region. and we’ve 

created a strategic partnership team, 

to work more closely with the biggest 

British companies in the market.

this is part of  a global effort by the 

uk to increase our exports and diver-

sify beyond the traditional markets of  

the europe and the us, although those 

remain important. Brazil is one of  

several countries which are forecast to 

increase imports rapidly up to 2018, 

in part because of  wealth generation 

among the aspirant working class.

what programmes and initia-

tives are currently being pursued by 

the British embassy in Brazil? 

we have a very broad agenda for 

2014 -15. our Great Britain cam-

paign continues, showing British 

strengths across many sectors to 

audiences overseas. this year we will 

focus on key priority areas in Brazil 

such as infrastructure and energy. 

overlapping with those we will have a 

series of  business events happening 

before and during the world Cup, to 

capitalise on the interest raised by 

such a major event, and we will add 

an element of  olympic legacy to the 

various missions, seminars and road-

shows. finally, attracting Brazilian in-

vestors to the uk is also an important 

part of  our strategy, and one which is 

already delivering exciting results.

we have seen renewed inter-

est on the part of UK institutions in 

developing educational partnerships 

in Brazil. what’s happening in that 

area at the moment? 

the Brazilian government’s flagship 

programme science without Borders is 

an enormous success, and i’m delight-

ed that the uk is currently the second 

most popular destination for Brazilian 

students out of  the 36 countries which 

participate in the programme. i’m not 

surprised either; the united kingdom 

has many excellent universities, spread 

all over the country. under the pro-

gramme 6,000 students have gone 

to the uk, with another big batch to 

arrive this semester.

we also continue to work in the 

Chevening programme, the Brit-

ish government’s global scholarship 

programme, funded by the foreign 

and Commonwealth office and partner 

organisations. in his recent visit to 

Brazil, our foreign secretary william 

hague launched a partnership to 

bring the private sector closer to both 

programmes. we have over 1,500 dis-

tinguished Chevening alumni. and it’s 

worth remembering that the educa-

tional links between the countries have 

been developed over decades. one of  

the first Brazilians to study in the uk 

was Vinicius de moraes.

overall, what do you see as 

Britain’s competitive advantages for 

gaining new business in Brazil? 

Britain has wide expertise and 

leading technologies in several areas 

of  interest to Brazil. for example we 

delivered a very successful olympic 

Games, the greenest ever, which is of  

great interest to the Brazilian authori-

ties. British companies are supplying 

ApRIL 2014

Brazil is on a different scale to any 

other country i have lived in. the fifth- 

largest country in the world, with the 

fifth-largest population, with such a 

huge diversity of  people and climate, 

makes my job as ambassador both a 

huge challenge and huge opportunity. 

i can recognise some aspects of  the 

heritage of  portugal, the other coun-

try to which i have been ambassador, 

most obviously in the language and 

the people. But there is something 

from everywhere in Brazil, including 

the united kingdom. my great-grand-

father was born in rio and his father 

had a large company in rio and sao 

paulo in the late 19th century. the 

British left their mark, whether com-

mercially or in terms of  football. 

From a relatively modest 

position 10 years ago, Britain has 

become one of the biggest foreign 

investors in Brazil. do you still see 

appetite for further investment? And 

if so, in which areas?

Yes. the Brazilian government has 

growth programmes to equip the 

country with the infrastructure needed 

to support its growing economy – 

areas such as healthcare, education, 

energy and transport infrastructure 

definitely offer opportunities for 

a
lex ellis has been Brit-

ish ambassador to 

Brazil since July 2013. 

previously he worked as 

director of  strategy at the 

foreign and Commonwealth office, and 

in Brussels as an adviser to the presi-

dent of  the european Commission on 

energy, climate change, competition, 

development, trade and strategy. his 

first overseas posting was to portugal, 

where he later returned as ambassador 

(2007-10). Before entering the fCo he 

was a history teacher.

how does Brazil differ from 

the countries you’d served in before? 
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seats for stadia,  helping design the 

olympic village, and sharing solutions 

with the rio 2016 olympics. another 

recent example is the Brazilian mis-

sion we took to the ecobuild and 

world water tech summits in london, 

as we identified the opportunity to 

work together in sustainable construc-

tion and water technologies.

where do you see the main 

opportunities for Brazilian investors 

in the UK?

for Brazilian investors looking into 

the uk, the priority sectors we’d sug-

gest are iCt, financial and professional 

services, energy and infrastructure, 

advanced engineering, food and drinks, 

and life sciences. we believe the uk 

can be a global platform for Brazilian 

business to gain more market access, 

as a springboard to emea [europe, 

middle east and africa] and the usa.

what kind of support and 

advice is the British embassy provid-

ing to Brazilian companies willing to 

invest in the UK?

we provide information about how 

to set up a new company in the uk 

(tax, labour, regulations), free mar-

ket studies with information on site 

location and operational costs, and 

we also introduce the companies to 

regions that would appeal to their 

business plan, to enable them to suc-

ceed in the operational phase. we also 

maintain contact with the company 

after they start their operations, to 

ensure they’re taking full advantage of  

the uk market and the global busi-

ness connections. 

how do you think we could 

leverage the cooperation between the 

British embassy and the chamber 

of commerce to promote business 

relations?

the Brazilian Chamber of  Com-

merce and the British embassy and 

consulates in Brazil have worked 

closely together on a number of  

successful events over recent years. 

we should continue to deepen that 

cooperation. at the same time, ukti 

is working with the British Chambers 

of  Commerce network globally to help 

them give further support to uk com-

panies looking to export to overseas 

markets. as this initiative continues, 

it would be good to see the Brazilian 

Chamber in london and the British 

Chamber in Brazil working together to 

strengthen bilateral business relations 

between our countries. 

can you tell us about any 

British trade missions heading for 

Brazil this year?

in the financial year that’s now 

coming to an end we’ve organised 

more than 40 trade missions to Bra-

zil, in all sectors. Next year we expect 

to organise just as many, again across 

every major industry sector. we will 

also be working with British compa-

nies during the world Cup so they can 

take advantage of  events and activities 

which we are planning around Brazil. 

some of  our major missions next 

year will include oil & gas missions; 

one mission to hospitalar, the largest 

healthcare fair in latin america; and 

also groups coming to mass-trans-

port-infrastructure events. 

we BelieVe the uk
CaN Be a GloBal 
platform for 
BraziliaN BusiNess  
to GaiN more  
market aCCess,  
as a spriNGBoarD to 
emea [europe, miDDle 
east aND afriCa]  
aND the usa

interview

BE pARt oF thE  
UK-BRAZILIAN  
BUSINESS  
commUNIty
thE BRAZILIAN chAmBER oF commERcE hAS BEEN ActIvELy pRomotING tRAdE ANd 

BUSINESS BEtwEEN thE UNItEd KINGdom ANd BRAZIL FoR ovER 70 yEARS.

JoINING thE chAmBER wILL GUARANtEE yoU ExcELLENt oppoRtUNItIES to mEEt 

ANd NEtwoRK wIth mEmBERS oF thE UK-BRAZILIAN BUSINESS commUNIty. 

thE chAmBER oRGANISES oR co-oRGANISES ABoUt 20 EvENtS ANNUALLy ANd ALSo 

pRovIdES INFoRmAtIoN ABoUt othER BRAZIL-RELAtEd BUSINESS EvENtS IN thE UK. 

to FINd oUt moRE, SEE www.BRAZILIANchAmBER.oRG.UK.
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dates for 
your diary

GALA dINNER ANd pERSoNALIty oF thE yEAR AwARdS
loNDoN hiltoN oN park laNe, 7pm 

SEmINAR: EcoNomIc pRoSpEctS ANd  
cAREER oppoRtUNItIES IN BRAZIL 
kiNG’s Brazil iNstitute, 6pm

SUmmER NEtwoRKING EvENt 
Dartmouth house, 6pm

REcEptIoN At thE hoUSE oF commoNS 
house of CommoNs, 6.30pm

for more iNformatioN please Visit our eVeNts paGe at
BRAZILIANchAmBER.oRG.UK/EvENtS

13th may

28th may

3rd july

2nd september 

a new internet 
domain for london

f
rom 29th april this year, 

londoners will have the 

chance to be among the 

first in the world to have 

their own city domain 

name. Dot london, the city’s new 

internet domain, will be operated by 

london & partners with the support of  

the mayor of  london.

for Brazilian businesses already 

operating in london or wishing to es-

tablish themselves there, Dot london 

offers the opportunity to associate 

themselves more closely with the city 

and to indicate to their customers and 

clients where they are based.

anybody with an interest in london 

can acquire the new domain name, 

but for the first three months priority 

will be given to applications from busi-

nesses which are actually based in 

the city. applications will be validated 

to ensure businesses get priority for 

their business or trademark names. 

to ensure that you take full advantage 

of  this opportunity, please visit our 

website www.mydotlondon.com. 
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the BraziliaN ChamBer orGaNises arouND 20 eVeNts per Year oN a VarietY of suBJeCts,  
alwaYs aimiNG to raise the profile of Brazil aND to promote NetworkiNG opportuNities.
oN our past eVeNts paGe You CaN DowNloaD preseNtatioNs, see piCtures aND leaVe CommeNts. 

FoR moRE INFoRmAtIoN pLEASE vISIt www.BRAZILIANchAmBER.oRG.UK/pAStEvENtS

o
rganised by the Brazil-

ian Chamber in part-

nership with lex anglo-

Brasil and Deloitte llp, 

this event compared 

anti-bribery legislation in Brazil and 

the uk, and discussed the main provi-

sions introduced further to the oeCD 

recommendations. following recom-

mendations from the financial action 

task force – an intergovernmental body 

responsible for promoting the imple-

mentation of  anti-money laundering 

measures – Brazil has enacted law No. 

12,683/12, laying down new provisions 

in combating money laundering and 

addressing several issues not covered 

under the previous legislation.

ApRIL 2014

a discussion of the brazilian and 
british anti-bribery legislation

28
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at this event organised jointly by 

the Brazilian Chamber of  Commerce 

and the law society of  england and 

wales, the panellists discussed the 

political and economic climate for uk 

companies operating in Brazil and of-

fered advice for uk law firms and their 

clients developing their business in 

the Brazilian market.

the panel was composed of  Vitoria 

Nabas from Nabas legal interna-

tional lawyers (chair); Jaime Gornsz-

tejn of  BNDes; oliver engelsdorf  of  

santander; and Colin Johnson from 

Grant thornton. 

roberto padovani, chief  economist 

at Votorantim Corretora, gave an over-

view of  the current Brazilian economic 

situation and how, in his opinion, the 

government should adjust its policies 

in order to boost growth. 

doing business in 
brazil: 2014 outlooK

brazil – adjusting 
the economy: pedal 
to the metal

25th mARch 2014

27th mARch 2014

21St JANUARy 2014
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the speakers were Vitoria Nabas 

of  Nabas legal international lawyers, 

Jorge rivera of  Deloitte, Daniel Varga 

of  Nabas legal international lawyers,  

frederico singarajah of  1 Gray’s inn 

square Barristers’ Chambers, and 

Catherine arnold from Deloitte (pic-

tured above, left to right). 

sponsors and partners of the 
events featured in this issue:

Brazil – adjusting the economy presentation

oliver engelsdorf  of  santander, Vitoria Nabas of  Nabas legal international 
lawyers, Jaime Gornsztejn of  BNDes and Colin Johnson from Grant thornton

speakers at the British anti-bribery legislation event
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oUR GUESt wRItERS ANd coLLABoRAtoRS IN thIS EdItIoN

chRIS dESá

Chris Desá is a senior 

manager in Control risks’ 

global client services divi-

sion, where he is responsi-

ble for developing tailored 

solutions to complex politi-

cal, regulatory and legal 

issues for clients in south 

america. he was previously 

a capital markets lawyer 

with the são paulo office of  

white & Case llp.. 

chris.deSa@controlrisks.com

FLávIA coELho wARdE

flávia Coelho warde is a 

legal officer at abrilpar 

participações, the holding 

company of  Grupo abril. 

she holds a degree in law 

from the pontifícia uni-

versidade Católica de são 

paulo and a degree in law 

and economics from uni-

versity of  Chicago. Before 

her current role she worked 

for eleven years in Brazilian 

and international law firms.

flavia.warde@abril.com.br

StELA GoLdENStEIN

stela Goldenstein is a geog-

rapher who has worked for 

many years in the develop-

ment of  environmental poli-

cies and strategic planning 

for the são paulo state and 

municipal governments. the 

positions she has held in-

clude environment secretary 

in the são paulo municipal 

government, special advisor 

to the state governor, and 

environment secretary in the 

state government.

sgoldenstein@uol.com.br

hERmAN SANtIAGo

herman santiago is the 

head of  global client ser-

vices at Nabas legal, and 

the company’s practice 

manager. his background 

is in financial, operational 

and structural banking and 

management. 

hsantiago@nabaslegal.com

SERGIo c. tRINdAdE 

sergio C. trindade is an 

international sustainable 

business consultant, based 

in New York. he was a co-

laureate of  the 2007 Nobel 

peace prize as a member 

of  the international panel 

on Climate Change (ipCC).

strindade@alum.mit.edu

IEdA GomES

ieda Gomes is a councillor 

at the Brazilian Chamber.

she is the managing direc-

tor of  energix strategy ltd, 

an energy and gas consul-

tancy company, and was 

previously vice president 

of  New Ventures at Bp plc, 

president of  Bp Brasil, and 

Ceo of  the são paulo Gas 

Company (Comgas). 

ieda.gomes2@gmail.com

SoNIA FAvAREtto 

sonia favaretto is 

Bm&fBoVespa’s press 

and sustainability of-

ficer. she also heads the 

instituto Bm&fBoVespa 

and is chair of  ise, the 

Bm&fBoVespa corporate 

sustainability index. in the 

communications field she 

has more than 20 years’ 

experience in roles con-

nected with social respon-

sibility and sustainability. 

sfavaretto@bvmf.com.br

ANIvALdo ESqUELINo 

anivaldo esquelino is an 

associate lawyer at Nabas 

legal international lawyers 

in london. he is a dual-

qualified Brazilian and por-

tuguese lawyer specialising 

in international law, particu-

larly transactions between 

Brazil, portugal and the 

uk. he also has extensive 

experience in immigration 

law and with private client 

transactions.

aesquelino@nabaslegal.com



pERSoNALIty
oF thE yEAR
AwARdS 2014

GALA dINNER

BRAZILIAN chAmBER oF commERcE
IN GREAt BRItAIN
pRESENtS

BRAZILIANchAmBER.oRG.UK

13th mAy 2014
At thE LoNdoN hILtoN
oN pARK LANE
7.00pm


